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и ее бытовые реалии. Говоря о том, что люди некоторого города «глядзяць 
на любую гліняную сцяну так, як калі б гэта было полымя або ласкавы сон» 
« » , 
по эт акцентирует внимание на том, что они способны видеть прекрасное 
даже в таких вполне обыденных реалиях ближневосточного быта, как гли-
няная стена. Или еще один яркий образ:  «раннiя птушкi» — это 
люди, которые наблюдают, как луна уступает место солнцу, т. е. люди, вста-
ющие ни свет ни заря, с первым лучом солнца. Здесь белорусско-персидские 
поэтические интерпретации совпадают. 

Таким образом, рассмотрение семантики знаков исключительно с опорой 
на словарь, диктующий механический выбор единицы, — это перевод с опо-
рой на контекстную семантику. Такой перевод выполняется под влиянием 
одной языковой картины мира и затем может навязать ее носителям другой 
языковой картины мира. Следует помнить, что в своем ядре модель мира об-
щая у всех народов [1], поэтому и возможен перевод, поэтому и поэтический 
перевод можно сделать понятным для носителей разных языков.
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Belarusian businessmen can encounter some diffi culties by doing business 
abroad. These diffi culties are primarily related with the cultural differences 
between countries. It is one thing, if we communicate with the people from 
neighboring countries, that have with Belarus much in common and quite another 
thing, if our business partner is from far country with very different cultures, 
traditions and norms. Because of this cultural awareness is an essential element for 
doing business abroad in our days. Learning the customs and culture of a foreign 
country signals respect for the other side, and respect is important in developing 
a business relationship. 

When you fi rst begin an international business you may be surprised at 
how much the different rules in different countries can impact your business. 
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For example in Cambodia you never touch or pass something over the head of a 
Cambodian, because the head is considered sacred. In Egypt there is an insult to 
show the sole of your foot or cross your legs when you are sitting. Never use the 
thumbs-up sign also, when you are in Egypt because it is considered an obscene 
gesture. When you are in India don't wink, because it is seen as a sexual gesture. 
In Philippines never refer to a female hosting as the «hostess», which translates as 
prostitute. In Japan never write on a business card or shove the card into your back 
pocket when you are with the giver. This is considered disrespectful. Hold the card 
with both hands and read it carefully [1]. 

Different cultures have varying rules on personal space and touching. 
Americans sometimes touch others on the hand or arm or shoulder when talking. 
In some cultures, such behavior may not be appropriate, especially with the left 
hand when you are in the Middle East. Left hand is considered unclean in the 
countries of this region [2].

Maintain eye contact is considered also different in different countries. 
In America, a person who doesn’t maintain eye contact is called shifty-eyed and 
arouses suspicion. But in some countries an attempt to maintain eye contact may 
be perceived as a sign of aggression. Accordingly, in Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, 
and other Asian countries, maintaining eye contact is not an acceptable behavior. 
On the other hand, in Saudi Arabia, eye contact and gestures of openness are im-
portant and could facilitate communications. In Dominican Republic when speak-
ing to someone, failure to maintain good eye contact may be interpreted as losing 
interest in the conversation.

It is not acceptable to demand an Asian «Give me a yes or no answer». Asians 
rarely say no. This is because they don’t want to displease another with a negative 
answer. There is no word for «no» in Thailand. Similarly, the French often say 
«no» when they may actually mean «maybe».

Americans are also deadline-oriented. But constraint the Arab to make a quick 
decision may very well cost you. Western cultures view time as a resource that is 
not to be wasted. The effi cient use of time is emphasized in such phrase as «Time 
is money». In contrast, Eastern cultures view time as unlimited and unending [1].

It is important for companies to evaluate such aesthetic factors as product and 
package design, color, brand name, and symbols. For instance, some conventional 
brand names that communicate positive messages in America have a totally 
different meaning in another country, which may substantially impair corporate 
image and marketing effectiveness.

When General Motors (GM) introduced its Chevy Nova into the Spanish mar-
ket, it failed because the product name had an adverse meaning. GM subsequently 
learned that Nova («no va») in Spanish means «It won't go». 

Symbols are important aesthetic factors that could have an adverse meaning 
in a different country. For example, the Wise Corporation would have to change 
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or modify its trademark if it decided to enter the Indian market with potato chips. 
The owl, which is the Wise trademark, is a symbol of bad luck in India even 
though in America it is associated with intelligence.

4 - A US telephone company tried to market its products and services to 
Latinos by showing a commercial in which a Latino wife tells her husband to call 
a friend, telling her they would be late for dinner. The commercial bombed since 
Latino women do not order their husbands and their use of time would not require 
a call about lateness.

Proctor & Gamble used a television commercial in Japan that was popular in 
Europe. The ad showed a woman bathing, her husband entering the bathroom and 
touching her. The Japanese considered this ad an invasion of privacy, inappropriate 
behavior, and in very poor taste [3].

Therefore we need to understand that knowing of cultural differences is ab-
solutely essential for doing business abroad. Most people who transact business 
abroad may not be profi cient in the spoken language of the host country. However, 
nonverbal communications, such as signs, gestures, and body cues, can be learned 
in a short period. In our globalizing world cultural awareness is a way to a suc-
cessful business.
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Причудливость. Парадоксальность. Инновационность. Именно эти опре-
деления стали особенно актуальны в европейской культуре ХХ века. Былое 




